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Abstract

In this portfolio we go through our student project that deals with 
the waste issue in Bredfjäll, a neighbourhood of nine buildings 
in Hammarkullen, a suburb of Gothenburg. The whole issue was 
brought to the front by local residents who formed an initiative 
about the waste. 

The first part of our project was dedicated to the analysis and the 
origins of the current situation. Approaching users and decision 
makers was the first step. Discussing about the issue with people 
in the streets of Bredfjäll, meeting separately each landlord, the 
tenant and the women association, running a workshop open for all 
tenants helped us collect more information on the area’s problems 
and potential. Another objective was to participate in local meet-
ings and events, such as the Tenants’ Initiative meeting and the 
Christmas Market, to have a clearer image of what really needs to 
be implemented, why and how. 

At the same time, we tried to enhance our perception of the Million 
Home Programme areas through literature studies, since our pro-
ject belongs to the same context. We also made our own obser-
vations over the social and spatial patterns of Bredfjäll. The main 
conclusion from this combined analysis was that the waste prob-
lem is an indicator of a bigger communication issue, and of a lack 
of meeting spaces, facilities and feeling of belonging among the 
tenants, creating a general disrespect for the public space. 

Our proposal is an effort to address those problems, by using what 
was recognized as potential in the area, such as the involvement 
of youth, and the strong social network. Having in mind the major 
issues identified during our analysis, we tried to provide a master 
plan for Bredfjäll that includes several smaller interventions about 
waste, laundry and furniture exchange facilities, as well as ideas for 
the future that could strengthen interaction among tenants and give 
new life to the shared space. 

To help visualize how Bredfjäll can look like after some of our inter-
ventions, we concentrated on a selected area that serves as a pilot 
for the rest of the project. There, we tried to depict how the main 
facilities complement each other while creating a reactivated meet-
ing place in between them. 

In the limited time we had, we thought that elements from our anal-
ysis and proposal could be used by groups that will have to deal 
with the same area in the future. This portfolio, could therefore be 
seen not only as a tool for the tenant association initiative to push 
things towards a more sustainable Bredfjäll, but also as a starting 
point for future projects to re-examine, discard, or develop in a 
larger scale some of our ideas. 

 

This is a compilation of material from a project work within the course 
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BACKGROUND > 

The context of the Million Home Programme
The period after the Second World War was very prosperous for 
Sweden. The end of the war resulted in an extra boost of the 
Swedish economy, which had already been continuously increas-
ing since 1930. 

The blossoming economy created an increasing demand for larger 
homes and higher housing standards. The young generation had 
the possibility to move out of the small, crowded apartments they 
had shared with parents and siblings and want homes of their own. 
This combined with a growing urbanization finally resulted in hous-
ing shortages across the country, especially in the three biggest 
cities, Gothenburg, Stockholm and Malmö, that grew by an aver-
age of 40,000 people a year (Berggren, 2012). 

This issue had been on the agenda of the politics for already four 
decades when the Social Democratic Party decided that all Swed-
ish citizens had to be provided with good housing at affordable 
rents according to the modernistic design ideals. For this reason, 
it was decided that new healthy suburban areas would be devel-
oped. The same political ideals also led to the demolision of 40% 
of the existing housing stocks in the largest cities, to clean up the 
“unsanitary” central city districts. 

The Million Home Programme, as the development programme 
was named, was carried out between 1965-1975. During this 
ten year period one million units where built which corresponded 
to over a third of the existing housing stock in Sweden. But the 
increased building rate had started already a few years before in 
the period known as the Record Years. The apartments usually 
consist of 3 rooms and occupy around 80m2 of floor space. Usual-
ly entire new neighbourhoods required the construction of a service 
centre, and the separation of traffic was a major design issue. Most 
of the structures were made of site-cast concrete, while bricks and 
cement were the most common materials for the facades. Archi-
tectural juries of the programme praised the idea of well designed 
pedestrian paths and connection to the environment, either in a 
micro-scale, or by scattering houses over large, green park-like 
areas (Hall & Viden, 2005). 

Housing production and consumption were made easier due to 
large governmental subsidies, and mortage rules favoured large 
scale developments (Hall & Viden, 2005). 

Because of the time-pressure, tight budgets and stress, not all 
the ideas where executed as proposed on paper. This resulted in 
repetitive buildings and often a lack of a particular level of details 
(Berggren, 2012).

On the other hand, housing standards were raised dramatically, 
although outdoor environment was not prioritized in general. Nega-
tive opinions especially about apartment blocks had already began 
in the late ‘60s, speaking of their monotony, their alienation, their 
lack of transport, services and designed surroundings. As for the 
large-scale buildings, their individual architectural and planning 
qualities where often ignored. However, the apartment flats are of 
great spatial quality and the critique was often targeting the loca-
tion rather than the architecture itself. In general, the buildings of 
the Million Home Era have lasted very well, but to fully live up to 
their modernistic architectural style, frequent maintainence is need-
ed (Hall & Viden, 2005).

Nowadays the program is often only associated with the mostly 
repetitive apartment blocks in suburbs close to the big cities, even 
though the houses built in the suburbs of Stockholm, Gothenburg 
and Malmö are only half of the programme’s total (Berggren, 2012). 

Hammarkullen is often described, along with other areas across 
the country, as a typical example of the Million Home Programme, 
exhibiting many of the issues brought up in the critique of the pro-
gramme. But also facing a lot of prejudice through biased media 
coverage.

 

ABOUT THE INITIATIVE

Our project started as an initiative from a tenant group, guid-
ed by a tenant, Ola Terlegård, with the aim to find a solution 
concerning the waste problem in Bredfjäll. When we where 
involved in the project there had already been a meeting 
between the tenant association, the landlords and the munic-
ipality department for water and recykling, to discuss the 
issues and find some ideas for solving them. In particular, the 
main problems discussed were the waste management, the 
misuse of the current suction system infrastructure installed in 
the block’s staircases, and incidents of littering and vandalism 
around the neighbourhood.

At first, both the project description and our objectives were 
concentrated on one building, Bredfjällsgatan 26-34, since Ola 
lives there and we initially felt that this building could act as a 
pilot area for both our analysis and proposal. 
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BACKGROUND > 

Hammarkullen
LOCATION

Bredfjäll is a part of Hammarkullen, a suburban area in northeast 
Gothenburg that belongs to the city district of Angered. Ham-
markullen was developed as a part of the then new Angered dis-
trict, according to the principles of the Million Home Programme 
in Sweden and the ABC-city model, A=work, B=housing, C=com-
mercial center. According to some early estimates the new district 
of Angered was expected to host about 300,000 people in the 
future, but after the decline of the city’s economy in the 1970s, 
these plans proved to be very over-ambitious and only a few are-
as were fully completed, though scattered across the woods and 
poorly connected with each other, and the planned industrial areas 
where never realized. Construction works in Hammarkullen start-
ed in 1968, with 2670 apartments built eventually and a plan area 
of 123,000m2. Construction was carried out by Göteborg’s Stads 
bostadsaktiebolag (Frendberg, 1968) and completed in 1973. There 
have been a few additions and changes, but the structure of Ham-
markullen generally remains the same since the 1970s.

CONNECTIONS

Hammarkullen, despite the fact that is served by three tram lines 
that connect it to Gothenburg centre, is considered a suburb far 
away from the city. This perception is caused mainly by the lack of 
continuity of the built environment between the city and Angered 
district, with woods and an extensive industrial area in between. 
It’s also interesting to notice that other areas that have the same 
or greater distance from the city centre, for example Marklands-
gatan in Högsbo or Chapmanstorg in Majorna, are considered by 
the majority to be more centrally placed. Apart from the tram, there 
is also a 11km long bike path, separated from the car traffic. The 
transportation by car from the centre of the city to Hammarkullen is 
taking place through the E45 road that extends along the river. 

MEDIA COVERAGE

Hammarkullen is often described as a field of gang conflicts and 
very often connected by the media with negative images of vio-
lence. The whole area, similarly to many other Million Home Pro-
gramme areas (Demsteader, 2007), is perceived as an immigrant 
getto and the image convayed to the general public is one of a 
dangerous, un-friendly, run-down, poor and unattractive neigh-
bourhood. An image that is not shared by the residents and people 
that have actuelly been to these areas (Berggren, 2012).
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1. Kurdish association «De sköna konsterna»
2. Chile Lindo dance association
3. South American local radiostation
4. Ham-Sam (Hammarkullens samarbetsråd)
5. Tenant association
6. Stödnätet

1-4. Allotment gardens
5-7. Playgrounds
8. Hammarparken

1. Vegetable shop
2. Graflunds office
3. Jenin Grill
4. Shirin video
5. Gladys Pedicure
6. Electronics shop
7. Western union
8. Hair dresser for women
9. Doctor
10. Dentist
11. Gloria godis
12. Gloria pizzeria
13.-14. Pre-schools
15. Open pre-school
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POPULATION

Before the beginning of the construction of Hammarkullen, 
planners expected that the whole Angered district would host 
up to 300,000 people, while at that time, the entire population 
of Gothenburg was not surpassing 400,000. But this calculation 
was made based on the at that point very rapid growt of the 
ship-yard industries in the city. Come the 1970’s recession 
most of the newly expanded industries had to close down and 
the prospect of a growing employed working-class population 
changed and unemployment surged. From the 1970’s waves of 
refugees from conflicts around the world have come to form a 
significant part of the population of Hammarkullen.

BACKGROUND > 

Bredfjäll
Our project area, vest of the centre of Hammarkullen, is the housing neighbourhood of Bredfjällsgatan 
commonly known as “Bredfjäll”. It consists of nine buildings, eight of which are managed by Graflunds, 
one of the biggest private housing companies in Sweden, while one building is managed and owned 
by Bostadsbolaget, a municipal housing company. Graflunds also manages another neighbourhood in 
Hammarkullen Gropens Gård, but the buildings are owned by a Norwegian company, Obligo, since 2012. 
The ninth building has been managed by Bostadsbolaget since ten years. 

Number of apartments: 810 (690 graflunds, 120 bostadsbolaget)

Average rent/74 m2: 5255 kr (bostadsbolaget)

Official number of inhabitants (born before 1998): 1629

Average income: 137.200 kr (half of Gbg as a whole)

Inhabitants with other native language than Swedish: 57% 

     The border of Bredfjäll

     The commercial centre of Hammarkullen, 
     and it’s possibilities for expancion
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2000-3000 people 
in an area of 75,000 m2   

(250x300 m )

GREEN SPACES

Since the terrain of the area is extremely hilly and thus expensive 
to build on, the architects decision was to exploit the maximum of 
the suitable areas, by building as many apartments as possible at 
a low cost, in multifamily buildings up to nine floors. Hammarkullen 
mostly consists of multi-storey residential buildings that are 
separated from traffic. 

It’s notable that Hammarkullen is surrounded by woods that  
create a feeling of isolation from the neighbouring areas. There are 
pedestrian paths through the woods that lead to other suburbian 
areas nearby, like Hjällbo.

DENSITY

lördag den 12 oktober 2013

Top: aerial view from Hammarkullen from the first years after its 
construction. The forest that disconnects it from neighbouring areas 

is visible, as well as the high buildings of Bredfjäll in perspective, 
souce: Google Images

Bottom: A graphic way to show the actual high density of Bredfjäll 
by comparing reality (left image) and a version in which the each 
floor is laying separately on the ground and all together seem to 

occupy the whole open space (right image).   
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Lack of sufficient communication and information
Resigned attitudes from both tenants and land-lord

Lack of visions from land-lord

WHY?
WE NEED TO ANALYSE 
THE CURRENT SITUATION

BACKGROUND

INFO FROM ACTORS

OUR ANALYSIS

Project brief:
waste management issue
mis-use of current system
littering and vandalism 

}

}
Initiative from tenant association 
to find a solution

WHY?

LINE OF THOUGHT «cheminement»

} HOW?
with proposalsSOCIAL PERSPECTIVE

SPATIAL PERSPECTIVE
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OVERVIEW

For a better understanding of the current conditions, we decid-
ed to use some participatory methods, such as workshops 
open for everyone living in Bredfjäll, meetings with stakeholders 
and associations, and the creation of a Blog dedicated to the 
project. Apart from that we had our own observations about 
the area, that were divided into two aspects, the social and the 
spatial.

SOCIAL VS. SPATIAL

By distinguishing the social aspect from the spatial aspect, we 
tried to put them on an equal footing to understand their rela-
tions. Understanding the fundamental issues that cause the 
problematic situation would allow us to have a more precise 
idea about which architectural interventions would correspond 
better to the demands.

We also realized that in this area, the success of a development 
is dependent on working with both aspects simultaneously.

CONCLUSIONS

From all the above, we hope that we will be able to draw some 
conclusions that will help us deepen into the context and formu-
late better the problem. 
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Logbook

4 nov / 10 nov 11 nov / 17 nov 18 nov / 24 nov28 oct / 3 nov

Meet main actors and present ourselves

Participatory  Process 

18 nov : ass 6 Analysis presentation
FEEDBACK: 
>Do the conflicts between landlords and 
tenants have any spatial consequences?
>About the movements : WHY people choose 
this path rather than another one?
>How to design «feel at home» and identity? 
Do not create something only nice but really 
theirs... People do not respect the common 
space but that could be changed if they could 
be more invested in the developments, look at 
the allotment gardens for example.
(they gave us a reference  but we did not have 
time to investigate it: Hisingen: teenagers built 
their «teenagers place» themselves.)

19 nov : Meeting with: landlords, municipality, 
tenant association, tenants. 
AIM : Be present in another meeting in the 
process of the initiative. Where we took part 
mostly as observers to understand more about 
the relationships between the decisions makers.

> One of the tenants (Ola)  raised the idea 
of a staircase-fika. He and his flatmates 
has arranged one, inviting their staircase 
neighbours, to get to know eachother a little 
and start talking, then it would be more natural 
to continue that conversation in the entrance 
some other day. 

>It was discussed that this could be an 
excellent forum for the landlords to reach 
people in person, if they could actively 
encourage tenants to arrange such events, 
perhaps sponsor them, and then participate, 
information could be shared and exchanged.

4 nov : Meeting with Graflunds
AIM : meet them and listen their point of you 
about the current situation of Bredfjäll.

We met the two responsibles of Bredfjäll:
> Bengt-Axel : he is responsible for the Bredfjäll 
buildings since ten years. 
> Ammi : who has been with Graflunds for 
two and half years, and will be responsible for 
tenant dialogue. Even if she was sceptic at 
the beginning, at the end she found the new 
proposals really interesting: «an exterior vision 
is refreshing and useful, you see somethings 
we did not see before» (she said that in the next 
meeting).

5 nov : Meeting with Bostadsbolaget
Bought one building to see what can be done in 
the area and they have made some renovations. 
They have 4 or 5 meetings per year with 
Gradflunds about the shared responsibilities; 
waste management and exterior public space.
> Rafael is really nice and he is more 
aware of a sustainable development of 
Bredfjäll. Bostadbolaget try to have a good 
communication with their tenants, and 
tenants feel that (we saw this aspect during the 
fika workshop).

8 nov : ass 5 Blog 
AIM : Our approch was to create a simple 
platform where everyone can post various 
comments, first about the project and in the 
future about the area in general. 
> However, the blog was not used a lot (see 
tips).

28 oct : ass 4 Project plan presentation
AIM : To be aware of the main aspects of the pro-
ject and how to work with. Begin to think about 
the method.

FEEDBACK:

>When you put one foot outside your flat, you 
feel in a no man’s land, create a feeling of 
«home land» / «micro-culture» could be an ap-
proach.

>What do you represent as an architect?
Don’t forget you are architects, don’t ask «do 
you want that?» or «how do you want this?». 
You have your own place: you can put your own 
marks. You have to balance between your design 
process and input you get from the tenants.

14 nov : Fika workshop
AIM : Discuss with the tenants about the 
area in general and about what can be done 
in the stair cases. Our idea was to suggest 
an appropriation of this space to be more 
their space, like this the transition between 
public and private could be more present, 
consequently the vandalism could be 
decreased.

> At the beginning we presented the 
participants with some questions, as a starting 
point for discussion and if people wanted to 
talk about something else we listened them 
(we learned a lot of things in this way!!!). Then 
we just disscussed with people and this was 
sufficiently interesting to discover the life in the 
area. 
We had around six visitors (it is really good!), 
some complained about the maintenance 
in Graflunds buildnings. And during the 
discussion, we learned the arrival of 
Bostadbolaget in Bredfjäll 
was a really good 
thing for the 
building and it’s 
inhabitants. 
Consequently 
another 
approach has 
an impact on 
the mentalities!
We used our model to 
discuss what happens 
where, and how different spaces 
are percieved.

ANALYSIS > METHOD>

Bredfjäl lsf ika
Välkommen att fika med oss och dela dina 
erfarenheter och idéer för Bredfjällsgatan.
Barn är också välkomna!

Besök Bredfjällsgatans blogg och läs mer: 
bredfjall.wordpress.com

När? Torsdag mellan 17.00 och 18.30 
Var? På Mötesplatsen i Hammarparken

Welcome to fika with us and share your 
experiences and ideas for Bredfjällsgatan. 

When? Tursday between 17.00 and 18.30 
Where? In Mötesplatsen in Hammarparken

TORSDAG 14/1117.00 - 18.30 På Mötesplatsen

Vi är studenter på Chalmers och läser arkitektur. Vi jobbar 
under hösten tillsammans med hyresgästföreningen med 
att undersöka sätt att förbättra Bredfjällsgatan. Förslag 
som Hyresgästföreningen sen kan föreslå Graflunds.

Fred    Marine    Sofia     Yannis

25 nov / 1 dec
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18 nov / 24 nov 25 nov / 1 dec 2 dec / 8 dec 9 dec / 15 dec 16 dec / 22 dec

4 dec : Meeting with Gradflund (Ammi)
AIM : get feedback from Gradflund about our 
proposals to know more how can we improve 
them. 

> We presented our ideas for the Masterplan and 
the Pilot Area to Ammi. She was surprised that 
our proposals where so concrete. Indeed she 
was enthusiastic to see that our proposal give 
an answer to her questions about Bredfjäll’ 
development. 

>She said “we need to find a better temporary 
solution already this spring”, so in the pilot area 
we show this first step and the continuation of the 
development. 

>On the other hand, about the waste houses 
she said that this project could have a problem 
because it is generally is forbidden to drive 
vehicles on municipal bike- and footpaths as 
the access roads just outside Bredfjäll are. 

We have since talked to the department of traffic 
and the department of water and recycling, 
and it is clear that they have to work out better 
communication around issues that concern them 
both to be able to make the best arrangements 
for specific contexts, especially large traffic 
separated areas like Bredfjäll.

> She told us that they want to completely 
close the basement floors because they have 
problems with vandalisism (fire) and safety 
(homeless people). So the laundry houses is a 
good idea!

>Generally she was very pleased with our help!

1 dec : Participation in the Christmas Market
AIM : get feedback from the tenants about our proposals and how 
they could consider participating in the eventual realisation of them.

>All Hammarkullen groups had a joint “soup-stand”. 
>Our group pinned up a map with all our proposals, people could 
put four kind of stickers to give their opinion about those : 
1. I love it, I would like to 
participate actively in it.
2. I love it & I would like to 
participate sometimes in it.
3. I like it but I would not 
like participate in it. 
4. This proposal is useless 
for Bredfjäll.
>Almost everyone used the 
number 3 sticker.

17 dec : ass 8 Public Presentation
AIM : Present our project to the inhabitants of 
Hammarkullen and get feedback from them.

>Hajar was not conviced by the waste house 
because she was afraid that people will not use 
it properly, as they have other priorities than 
recycling. To make some information events 
could be a part of solving that problem. 

>We talked about the basement potential for 
the buildings at Bredfjällsgatan 2-24: This hidden 
space could be opened up and accessible 
from outside Bredfjäll, as a commercial street. 
We suggest to rent out small “shop boxes” to 
the tenants, like this someone is specifically 
responsible for the space. And this possible 
studio or shop space could activate this backside 
area as a social meeting point and offer some 
incomes to the tenants. And again attract visitors 
and give an other picture of Bredfjäll.

>Hajar suggested to create a museum about 
Hammarkullekarnevalen on the roof of the 
building 26-34 to attract visitors from outside 
Hammarkullen, not only during the carneval. A 
project like this could make Bredfjäll famous, 
media and people would talk about this district 
for nice reasons, and this aspect could be a 
big improvement for the “positive identity of 

13 dec : ass 7 Hand-in posters
It was a really intense week!

27 nov : Meeting with the Women association
AIM : hear the opinion of the women about the current waste 
situation and about the facilities we proposed.

>After a spontanuous and brief meeting with some members 
of the W.A., they invited us to come to one of their weekly 
meetings. >Unfortunatly, only some of them live in Bredfjäll and 
few have lived there for a long time. 
Moreover, the discussion (only in 
swedish) was difficult because of 
the language barrier.                                   
>they prefer a waste sorting house 
close to their entrance for a practicity 
question. And emphasised the 
importance of involving youth in a 
development process.
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OLA
EMMA

HAJAR

t h
e  t e n a n t s

”Many social activities, extensive 
networks and many associations. An 

interesting multi-cultural society. Would 
like to participate more in developing the 

neighbourhood. 

Big problem with waste being dumped in 
common spaces, even in the elevators. The 

laundries are few and unsafe, exposed to van-
dalism. Information have to be visual.

Only negative media. Lack of interest from 
land-lord. Dark and unsafe places, f.ex. 
the hills in the area.”

”Preblematic current situation, 
long distances to sorting places 

and a difficult mal-functioning 
current system.

Can help with information material and 
communication. 

Unsorted waste cost more. It will take 
an effort from Graflunds.”

”Big 
problems 

with waste 
management 

and difficulties in 
communication with the 

tenants. Vandalism in the staircases. 

Plans to move laundries out to the outdoor-
public space. 

Bostadsbolaget bought the house at 
Bredfjällsgatan as a sort of pilot. 

Graflunds have the majority mandate to 
make the big decisions concerning 

common park space and 
shared facilities.”

”Waste suction system will be 
active for at least five more years. 

No larger renovations planned.

Previous attempts to solve the waste 
problem has failed. 

Occuring miss-use of property and 
vandalism.”

”More 
meeting-places are needed. 

Increase the awareness of the com-
mon interests. Change the waste dum-

ping culture.

Plenty of engagement in society in the 
area, but low attendance to annual 

tenant-meetings and tenant associa-
tion. A lot of pride.

Arranged activities for children 
and youth.”

STUDENTS

REFERENCES

THEORY

T.A.
BREDFJÄLL
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tenant association

BENGT-AXEL/
AMMI
Graflunds

land-lord

RAFAEL
Bostadsbolaget

land-lord
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water & recykling
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ASSOCIATION

THE SUPPORT 

NETWORK

OPEN 
PRESCHOOL
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e  t e n a n t s

”Many social activities, extensive 
networks and many associations. An 

interesting multi-cultural society. Would 
like to participate more in developing the 

neighbourhood. 

Big problem with waste being dumped in 
common spaces, even in the elevators. The 

laundries are few and unsafe, exposed to van-
dalism. Information have to be visual.

Only negative media. Lack of interest from 
land-lord. Dark and unsafe places, f.ex. 
the hills in the area.”

«We can understand what creates power relationships by 
looking at the powers that try to destabilise them.»

Hammarén, N. (2010), «See you in the suburbs if you dare!» 
in Holgersson, H. Thörn, C. Thörn, H. Wahlström, M. 

ed. 2010 «(re)searching Gothenburg», pp. 214LACK OF...

ANALYSIS > SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE >

Actors

Common interest
Outdoor spaces 
Stairs and common facilities
Relation to land-lord
Better used resources

Relations
land-lord priority is not people and 
sustainable development
tenants priority is not their living 
space and their neighbours 

Power
Resigned attitudes

Trouble-makers hold initiative
Language barrier limits ability to 

make demands

Communication
information letters only in swedish

large annual meetings with low attendance 
low attendance in associations but existing 

informal groups (family and ethnicity)

It was clear from the early stages of the analysis that a lot of dif-
ferent actors were involved in the management and development 
of Bredfjäll. 

It proved very useful to observe the relations, direct or indirect 
between the different target groups and the decision makers, as 
their smooth cooperation would ascertain the success of any 
proposal. Through the mapping of the actors, other issues also 
emerged, such as difficulties for certain tenant groups or associ-
ations to reach the landlord, and how this could be solved. In the 
diagram, different lines connect different actors, with continuous 
lines representing well working cooperation, while broken ones 
mean that that particular connection could be improved. 

After understanding the relationships between the different 
actors, we tried to collect all different visions. All of the issues are 
visible and identified by all of the actors, but their reactions and 
their interpretations are sometimes different from others. 

From a social 
perspective 
there is a
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building

tenants (street-interviews and workshops) tenants association
emerging need for 
renovation in 10 years

lice transfered with the 
exchanged furniture

public spaces for people to 
meet each other

problematic ventilation

bathrooms need 
renovation

they try to make people 
stay longer

suction system will work for 
at least 5 years more

replace the rest of the fans

safety issues

slow response/repairs 
from Graflunds

cleaning once a week

more locks for the common 
spaces and for apartments

pipes need replacement

short time slots, prefer 
similar services in the city

often dirty, need to clean 
the room themselves

tenants association to 
participate in the Outdoors 
Space association

allotment and composting

paying locals for helping 
out is not an option

everybody respects 
common allitment areas

Forests/nature and 
extensive green spaces 
are the main assets of the 
area

very often full of furniture 
that is left there for days

place outdoors to leave 
furniture

understanding of the 
problem 

Usually damagedvery often full of furniture

garbage shafts should be 
replaced

communication issue

distant recycling spots

create a motive, a culture.

creative, visual solutions

clear signs/illustrations

children as examples

effort to please tenants so 
they don’t move out

unwilling to pay local  
workers

laundry rooms are unsafe

the rest of the basement 
is always locked for safety 
reasons

cultural issue

lazy people, wrong 
upbringing

pizzeria particuarly open 
to the rest of HK

very few attend the 
meetings

campaigns of information 
while tenants can inform 
others about several issues

did not have time to 
improve communication

Existent language issue, 
but basic communication 
works

images used instead of 
text in their leaflets

people engaged to the 
community, proud of the 
area BUT they have to 
fight to keep meeting 
places

control furniture exchange

create motivation, enhance 
common interest

find a common space for 
each block

tenants lack interest

company tries to mix 
tenants

control furniture exchange

create motivation, enhance 
common interest

find a common space for 
each block

not many involved in 
meetings

frequent neighbour 
meetings

information in other 
languages

segregation, 
unemployment

people are gathering, are 
connected

graflunds

entrances and  
staircases

laundry rooms

waste

open spaces

shops

communication

community life
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Graflunds meeting / 4 nov 

On the subject of involving tenants in informing and being local 
contact persons: They don’t want to decrease the rent or to hire te-
nants. They prefer a voluntary behaviour, but could consider giving 
some extra benefits to people helping out.

They want to improve the communication with tenants espacially 
about waste managment.

waste= 700 000 SEK/year

Bostadbolaget meeting  / 4 nov 

The company bought one building to show what could be done in 
this area, they made some renovations (cleaning facades, introdu-
cing a common satellite system, replacing the roof and the ventila-
tion). Their approach is different from the Graflunds.

They have 4 or 5 meetings per year with Graflunds about their 
common concerns; the waste management and the outdoor 
spaces. Graflunds have 83% of the mandate, Bostadsbolaget have 
17%.

The main costs for the buildings are: electricity, heat, water and 
waste.

In 10 years, they will probably have more pressure from the munici-
pality to have a better system for their waste.

>According to Bostadsbolaget Rannebergen is an example in 
Angered of functioning waste management. (We have not had the 
time to investigate this further though.)

bostadsbolaget our observations
Algae on the surface

different access qualities

difficult to manage

nothing big scheduled for 
renovation

pilot building to show the 
potential of the area

laundry rooms will be 
shifted from the basement 
to the outdoors

decisions taken mainly by 
Graflunds

more space for farming

football field

Usually damaged

dark and tight

“no man’s land”

make the tenants feel they 
own shared space

passive surveilance

add machines and adapt 
the booking system

combine laundry room with 
passive surveilance

lack of respect for shared 
space is a main reason

suction system is the 
“easy” solution for the 
tenants to not sort

promote a new idea for 
waste disposal

use children and youth to 
be the example for a new 
waste management

an interesting area 
that remains rather 
unprogrammed

tenants walk close to the 
buildings

create a master plan to add 
variation to the layers of 
privacy

make shared spaces an ALL 
MAN’S LAND

some shopping areas 
attract more people than 
others

analyse qualities and add 
spatial qualities to shopping 
corners

A lot of people don’t speak 
Swedish

even landlords have 
difficulty in understanding 
recycling symbols

create a communication 
platform based on the ten-
ant association

use visuals instead of text, 
help information exchange

takes 4hrs to clean the 
staircases from the 
furniture every week

pipe system 40yrs old

difficult to find locals to 
handle waste

need 1 big or 2 small 
waste houses, each costs 
3 million SEK

strong social network of 
friends, relatives

not many places to meet 
your close neighbours

reactivate common interest

create meeting places

reinforce the feeling of 
belonging in a unique neigh-
bourhood

some groups are dificult 
to be reached

former office proved to be 
really successful

incorporate visual media to 
help communication

organise staircase fika to 
inform about waste and 
bond close neighbours

ACTORS OPINIONS

The input we got in our contact with the different actors concluded 
on the previous page in a more elaborate format.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Electronic waste and 
hazardous waste4.4 km

Alelyckan recycling station 

Furniture and large waste

Mondays and tuesdays

Recyclable waste 
Newspapers

Packages, glass, metal, 
plastic, paper

250-350m Sorting containers Hammarkulletorget

every floor

Food and household waste

WASTE LOCATIONS

As our project was initiated by the tenants who were concerned by 
the amount of waste, it was our priority to look at the current con-
ditions. It was reported that a lot of tenants frequently leave their 
trash in front of the entrance doors, or in the staircases. During our 
fika-workshop we also learned that it’s very common to find gar-
bage of any kind in the elevators, even if they block the space. 

There is also frequently waste thrown from windows and balconies, 
and throughout the week, unsorted garbage and old furniture are 
left in the space where the container for large waste stands two 
days a week, next to the building at Bredfjällsgatan 26-34. 

Looking at the current facilities, it’s easy to understand why there is 
a practical difficulty for a tenant in Bredfäll to sort the waste cor-
rectly. 

For most of the recyclable materials, such as newspapers, paper, 
packages, glass, metal and plastic, someone has to carry the 
waste and dispose them in the sorting containers in Hammarkul-
lentorget. We also noticed that even if someone wants to use the 
containers, it might be difficult to read the signs due to insufficient 
lighting. 

For waste such as furniture or other large objects, a container is 
placed in Bredfjäll two days a week, but since it’s put in an open 
public place with no particular signalation, it is quickly full of other 
things, such as recyclable material and household waste. 

For the electronic and other hazardous waste, tenants of Bredfjäll 
have to go to the recycling station in Alelyckan by car, since the 
distance from Hammarkullen is about 4.4 km. Considering this it’s 
quite obvious why a lot of tenants choose to leave their electronic 
appliances in the common spaces, in the elevators or the staircas-
es, so that someone else might need them and take them home for 
further use. 

Finally, since the suction system for burnable household waste is 
still active. With chutes from every floor, it provides an easy alterna-
tive to all the above-mentioned problems. A lot of people dispose 
all their household waste without caring about sorting it first, while 
some tenants even dispose there bigger unsuitable objects, that 
cause the suction system to be stuck. Both the non-sorted waste 
and the mainenance costs for these technical problems are con-
tributing to a higher annual investment needed for this system. 

Waste
ANALYSIS > SPACIAL PERSPECTIVE >
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Open space
SECTION A

The open public spaces in front of the buildings are highly active 
serving for straight movements, especially the “commercial” front 
of the buildings in Bredfjällsgatan 10-24. In the gaps between the 
buildings, concrete stairs lead to the two schools to the north and 
south border of Bredfjäll. 

As for the green space in the centre of Bredfjäll, due to the intense 
terrain, the usable space is divided in two; a zone for playground, 
barbeque and sports facilities to the north. To the south, allot-
ments gardens and an extended playground occupies the place. 
In the middle, the hill remains mostly unused and gives a feeling of 
unsafety since its vegetation becomes completely dark during the 
night.  

SECTION B

The building in Bredfjällsgatan 26-34 seems to be built in a “can-
yon” formed by the two hills. Thus, the space left in both of its 
sides is rather limited and used only for straightforward movements 
along the building. 

The rest of the section could be caracterized as inactive, since the 
intense terrain of the hill cannot be easily approached, and beyond 
that there is a big parking space. The suction system facility next to 
the parking, being smelly and noisy, is not inviting at all and pre-
vents from activating the surrounding open space. 

Finally, the car road as well as the intense slope of the Västerslänt 
hill create a strong border to the west for Bredfjäll, even if there is a 
corridor connecting the two areas over the road.  

in use intense terrain in use

in use parkingintense terrain road

ANALYSIS > SPACIAL PERSPECTIVE >

actively used open space

low quality or unprogrammed 
open space

SECTION A

SECTION B
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09:00-10:00
most people walk to/from the tram station

grocery store frequently visited
inactivity for other stores

women visit close neighbours
Kurdisk association crowded

no use of the green space
south area almost inactive 

16:00-17:00
most people come from the tram station
more activity for the stores to the north 

 young people prefer shortcuts
most associations closed by 15:00pm

children playing around the southern green spaces

tram station

commercial places

gathering places

movements
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20:00-21:00
some spaces are not well lit, but in general it is nice.

the main streets are light and the color indoor appear, in this way 
every window is different contrary to the day.

children play outside in the lit areas, and people walk their dogs. 
otherwise the temperature during large parts of 

the year don’t permit so many out-
door activities.

ANALYSIS > SPACIAL PERSPECTIVE >

Movements

Night lighting

During one hour in the morning and one in the afternoon, we 
watched the movements from a five different points, staying ten 
minutes in each location.

Generally, the biggest flow of people in Bredfjäll walks from or to 
the tram station in Hammarkulletorget. However it’s interesting 
to observe that even though there are public amenities, such as 
stores and associations, in the eastern side of Bredfjällsgatan 
26-34, most people avoid that place. 

When inside the neighbourhood, people tend to walk close to the 
buildings, that seem to serve as straight, concrete limits of their 
way and their elevations form clear perpectives. 

In the morning, a lot of women move from one entrance to 
another, most probably to visit neighbours or relatives, or walk 
to the grocery store to the north. Children, alone or with parents, 
walk to or from the schools to the borders of the neighbourhood. 

Another observation concerns the intersection that is formed by 
three different pathways to the north of the same building, 26-34, 
which we identified as a crucial and interesting point of the pro-
ject area, that could be further developed. We will look deeper 

During a night walk around Bredfjäll we observed that most of 
the light poles are placed along the pathways in front of the 
entrances. Significantly less are illuminating the open green 
areas, while there are almost no lights on the hill to the north. 
That creates a feeling of unsafety among the tenants about the 
green spaces. The latter become rather uninviting during the long 
swedish winter evenings. 

The white line indicates the route we walked.
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private public

publicpublic ?

public

roof that suggests linear movements 
commercial functions interrupted by entrances to the housesA

B

C

residential only facade
fences around private gardens

small fences prevent a linear walk close to the shops
previous apartments turned into shops = no openess, uninviting facade

In an attempt to understand better 
why certain places inside the 
neighbourhood seem to attract more 
circulation of people, we tried to 
distinguish different qualities of the 
facades across the area. 

As seen in the movement maps, the 
street in front of the roofed passages 
(A) that are attached to the buildings 
in Bredfjällsgatan 18-24 was one of 
the most active. The stores behind 
the roof are open many hours per day. 
What is more, people seem to find it 
confortable to walk along the facade 
protected by the roof, as it’s easier 
to look inside or just stand for a few 
minutes if necessary. 

On the other hand, where the ground 
floor has residential functions (B), 
tenants have decided to create an 
enclosed terrace behind high wooden 
fences and under roofs. In front of 
them, other fences frame what is 
perceived as private green space. 
As a result, this space is not used by 
anyone, and sometimes its inactivity 
provokes people from the upper floors 
to throw waste from their windows. 
We believe that the removal of fences 
would allow activity and passive 
surveilance that would eliminate such 
incidents.

In the commercial street (C) in front of 
Bredfjällsgatan 26-34, both the rather 
closed facade and the fences that 
create an extra zone in front of the 
building prevent people from walking 
next to the shops. 

ANALYSIS > SPACIAL PERSPECTIVE >

Typologies of access
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«The balconies that are repeated all the way down to ground 
level (even if a small private outdoors space would have been 
better there), dark and poorly defined entrances and a missing 
intermediate level between the entrance and the public space 
outside. Simplicity and repetition has been practiced, which in 
itself is not negative and has many times been used with great 
finesse. But there are also examples of where simplicity appears to 
be the mere result of pressed schedules and wallets, and there is 
a missing level of detailing that makes the buildings give the same 
impression as you come up close, as they did from a distance.»

Berggren, K. (2012) «Stories, Images and Architectures» pp. 94

ANALYSIS > SPACIAL PERSPECTIVE >

Transition

Diagram representing the hierarchy of transitions from private 
to public space today,

Why, when you put one foot outside your flat, do you feel in a no 
man’s land?

When your are outside your apartment, in the corridor you feel like 
you are in a public space, and not in a semi-private space or a 
shared space with your close neighbours. That means the transition 
between public and private spaces are not well defined because of 
an unclear :
- definition of spatial hierarchy: is it more the landlords or the 
tenants responsibility to take care of this space? Finding the 
answer to this question would allow you to know more about this 
hierarchy, an example could be the difference between the hill and 
the allotment gardens, both belong to the green spaces but they are 
used differently.
- articualtion of space and movement: what is showing this 
hierarchy in the physical design of the space? 

Since, these two aspects are really close to each other, if you work 
with both of them together you will have to think about how people 
will use and live within the area, and how to make this proposal 
socially sustainable and viable.
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Through the analysis, we have identified a number of problems 
that create the waste situation, and seem to be the consequences 
of the spatial programming of Bredfjäll, but also of various social 
issues. 

1. SPATIAL ISSUES: 
Waste and laundry facilities are far from sufficient for such a 
dense area. 
Potential meeting places are not used at their maximum, espe-
cially during the winter.
Large parts of the green space seem to remain unprogrammed. 
Staircases are not taken care of, they are dark and tight and 
contribute to the feeling that tenants are not really occupying 
them or feel responsible for them. 

2. SOCIAL ISSUES:
Evidence of limited respect for the shared spaces (garbage, 
vandalism). 
Unsafety during the night (darkness, gangs).
Lack of comprehension between tenants and the landlord, and 
lack of involvement from the part of the tenants. 
Associations are present and active, but they don’t have enough 
means to participate in the decisions.

These problems could be described as three main topics that need 
development:

1. Difficulties concerning the communication between landlord and 
the tenants.

2. Disrespect for the shared spaces

3. Practical difficulties concerning waste and laundry facilities, that 
appear to be unaccesible, unsafe etc. 

But appart from these, it’s impossible to notice the great possibili-
ties that exist in the neighbourhood: in the extensive existing social 
networks, and in the possibility to activate and involve kids and 
youth, so they can be examples for the rest of the tenants. 

ANALYSIS > CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions

«In reality, these suburban young people often have knowledge that is valuable for all 
the society, since in their cultural expression they comment on and give form to social 
problems and oppositions. By refusing to listen to and to consider the insights and 
criticisms that are articulated, we miss out on useful contributions to the discussion 
about how society’s development can be understood and handled.» 

Sernhede, O. (2010), «Wordsilah and the critique of neoliberal urban policy» 
in Holgersson, H. Thörn, C. Thörn, H. Wahlström, M. 

ed. 2010 «(re)searching Gothenburg», pp. 221

social oriented goals

spatial oriented goals

language barrier

lack of common interest

uninviting commercial funcions

dark and tight indoor 
staircases / laundries

waste issue

bad image of Bredfjäll

kids: more interesting 
to stay in a staircase

unprogrammed 
public spaces

reconnect 
tenants with 

shared spaces

 ‘FEEL AT HOME’

LANGUAGE &  UNDERSTANDING

MEETING SPACES

FAC
ILIT

IES: WASTE & LAUNDRY

meeting 
forums

reinforce 
communication

Bredfjäll, 
with a positive and 
sustainable identity

revitalize 
commercial 

area

reenergize 
public space

children-
oriented 

development

sort the 
waste

properly

symbols 
instead 
of text
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SHORT-TERM PERSPECTIVE

precise interventions (social and spatial) 

to improve communication and interaction

architects / tenant association = OUR CLIENT
children / tenants / land-lord

Alternatives for communication & partcipation

Proposals for forums, facilities & re-energized shared space
SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT OF 
BREDFJÄLL

LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE

start a participatory process 

and create this platform for the tenant association

FEEDBACK

Having the specific demands of the intervention area in mind, we 
tried to define goals that will contribute to an improved social and 
spacial environment and connect these two into a concrete archi-
tectural solution. 

Since this project will be evolved through time, it has a dynamic 
perspective: both the social and the spacial environment are the 
result of communication between architects, landlords, associ-
ations and tenants, a communication where everyone give their 
vision and participate throught their roles. 

But as this project is demanded by the tenants and conceived for 
them, it requires a continuous process, with feedback between the 
decision makers and the tenants themselves. We consider the ten-
ant association as our ‘client’, and also as the responsible group to 
push the landlords to take action in coordination with the tenants’ 
needs. 

In a short-term perspective, basic but urgent interventions should 
be implemented that will encourage communication and be alter-
natives for the waste problem. In a long-term perspective, our 
project could be the start for the tenant association to create a 
platform for communication and participation in different levels. 

ANALYSIS > CONCLUSIONS

Our perception 

Comments from the analysis presentation / 18 nov

> Do the conflicts between landlords and tenants have any spatial 
consequences?
> About the movements : WHY people choose this rather than 
another one?
> Don’t forget the economic aspect to be more convincing.
> How to design feel at home and identity? Do not create 
something only nice but really theirs... People do not respect a 
space but that could change if they can be involved themselves in 
it, look at the allotment gardens for example
> Reference Hisingen : teenagers built their «teenagers place» 
themselves.
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Proposals

>Master Plan...............................................30
 Master Plan
 Furniture houses
 Waste sorting houses
 Laundry houses

>Pilot Area...................................................38
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areas for
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återv. återv. återv.

byteshus

byteshus

PROPOSAL >

Master plan
We have made a masterplan where we have placed our different ideas and proposals. 

To increase the respect for the shared spaces and the feeling of belonging we propose to 
differentiate the public space more:

For example: On the most intimate level it’s necessary to strengthen the connections 
between staircase neighbours (there is alredy an initiative for “staircase-fika” gathering 
all neighbours of one staircase for coffee and mingling). Additionally, to encourage and 
make it possible for the tenants to impact and change the staircases and entrances, cre-
ating a sort of semi-private front yard.

On a second level, we suggest a number of semi-public gathering points serving as 
neighbourhood courtyards, that will gather both inhabitants and shared facilities. By 
placing the facilities in the public space we hope that more activities will be added, which 
will provide different and new qualities, since currently it’s just about walking to and from 
your apartment.

This option also frees space in the basements that can be converted and used for other 
facilities, for example as rentable space for associations, or storage room for the pro-
posed attached furniture houses.

Based on our analysis of the area and the input we got from different actors we 
concluded a number of parameters that influenced the design and layout of our 
proposals. Mainly:

> Give the shared spaces different intimacy and properties

> Choose locations and dimension space to be accessible to garbage trucks

> Proximity to facilities from each apartment and pedestrian accessibility only from within 
the area

> Pay attention to personal safety and vandalism

> Physical and social dimensions equally important for a successful development

Other aspects important for our design include:

> Use and enhance inbetween spaces now percieved as unsafe

> Provide passive surveillance and give more light to public space

> Possibility for further developments ajacent to the commercial area

> Gather waste facilities for all types of daily produced waste in the same location

0   10m                   50m                      100m
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UNSAFE IN-BETWEEN SPACES 
ARE ACTIVATED AND COURTYARDS 
GIVE COMMON SPACE DIFFERENT 

INTIMACY

 EASY AND ACCESSIBLE 
WASTE SYSTEM REDUCES 
COSTS AND LITTERING

 

IMPROVED 
COMMUNICATION AND THE 

POSSIBILITY TO PARTICIPATE 
AND IMPACT

Skatewalk and continued de-
velopment of common spaces 
to invite different activities.

Strengthen Bredfjälls 
identity by lighting.

Move the laundries from the ba-
sements to the park.

Connect 
common func-
tions around 
courtyards and 
squares.

Use language re-
sourses and exis-
ting networks in 
area for commu-
nication.

Staircase fika for per-
sonal communication 
and interaction 
between tenants and 
tenants-landlord.

Develop  the furniture 
exchange house to 
staffed second-hand 
shop.PROPOSALS THAT CAN BE MAINLY DRIVEN BY: PROPOSALS THAT CAN BE MAINLY DRIVEN BY:

Encourage and 
facilitate tenant 
initiatives.

Design graphics for glass surfaces with 
Bredfjälls youth.

The re-use house
For exchange of used 
furniture and items, and 
a collection point for 
large waste and elec-
tronical waste.
 

The recykling house
For sorting of different 
types of packages, a 
closed flow in two 
levels. Embraces the 
entrance to Bredfjäll.

Replace the fences with 
benches and plants.

TENANTS LAND-LORD

LONG-TERM

SHORT-TERM

Painting and deco-
rating private en-
trances and stair-
cases.

Develop Bredfjälls square by adding 
a level to the exchange house with 
rentable space for a café.

Transform the basement levels to 
rentable space.

We also organised our different proposals according to two 
parameters:

(a) who can mainly implement and drive the suggestions: the 
tenants, the landlord, or a joint venture between them.

(b) the time prespective: could an intervention happen in the near 
or in a more distant future, according to the priorities of the land-
lord, the proposed budget, the level of demand and participation 
from the tenants part, etc. 

For the placement of the interventions in the diagram we took 
into account that some issues, such as the waste problem or the 
improvement of communication, require immediate attention. 

GOALS

The Master Plan shows what could be the 
future of Bredfjäll and gathers the differents 
interests. It can be used as a tool for 
communication.
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PROPOSAL > MASTER PLAN >

Furniture houses
As stated before, a container is placed twice a week to the north 
end of the building at Bredfjällsgatan 26-34. As a result, there 
have been a continuous but completely unorganised furniture 
trade among tenants. Unfortunately, along with the furniture, 
insects have also been transferred in other apartments. 

Having similar successful examples in other places in Gothen-
burg and in the rest of Sweden, we propose the gradual devel-
opment of the container location into a furniture house. A similar 
site could also be developed to the mirror end of Bredfjällsgatan 
36-48. 

During its first stage of development, the current temporary 
container could be replaced by a larger closed space next to 
the stairs to the underground parking. In this place, tenants can 
leave their unwanted things so someone else can pick them up. 
This proposal also complies with the plans of Graflunds to create 
a more appropriate space for the large waste.

Since we would like to add transparency to this space, children 
could paint what they like, and their design could be printed 
on the glass facades later, so the whole place can have a local 
touch. This way, potential vandals can be discouraged; it seems 
more difficult to destroy what your younger siblings have painted. 

If this first stage proves to be successful, a small extension to 
the previous space can be added. Our proposal include differ-
ent corners for furniture and electronic waste, and also an area 
where a kind of small exchange shop can operate, for second 
hand books, toys or household objects. We also propose that a 
person living in Bredfjällsgatan could work a limited amount of 
hours per week in the furniture house under a respective wage 
from the landlords, with the responsibility to take care of the 
trading procedure and ensure the safety and the absence of 
insects on the furniture. There could also be a symbolic fee for 
every object picked up, so the whole function could raise a small 
profit in the end. 

As a more visionary proposal for the future, and along with the 
potential re-use of the basement floors that are now locked, we 
also propose the connection of the furniture house and the use 
of the adjacent basements as storage room. 
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FIRST PHASE

SECOND PHASE

THIRD PHASE

North elevation of the furniture exchange facility during the final 
phase of its construction. The transparent surfaces could be 

decorated with illustrations by the children of the neighbourhood
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126 apartments / TYPE C

126 apartments / TYPE C 153 ap/TYPE B

153 ap/ TYPE B

216 apartments / TYPE A

90 ap/ TYPE D
PROPOSAL > MASTER PLAN >

Waste sorting houses
A preliminary idea for the waste houses was about installing them 
in the holes that shed light or provided entry to the undrground 
garage. With this proposal, the waste disposal would take place 
on two levels: the upper level, where people could leave their 
garbage, and the garage level underneath, where the waste truck 
could collect the waste once a week. This idea was quickly aban-
donned as the required height had to be 3,7m or more, while the 
available garage height was limited to 3,3m, but later reworked into 
our final proposal. Another disadvantage of this solution is that it 
would eliminate the natural light that goes from the ground level to 
the garage during day, and in reverse, the artificial light that comes 
from the holes and illuminates their surroundings during night. 

Thus, our final idea exploited another controversial repeated spot 
in the area; the narrow gaps between the buildings. Currently, 
these gaps are filled with a staircase leading to the laundry or stor-
age rooms in the basement of the buildings, and bridge the ground 
level difference between Bredfjäll and its surroundings. For the 
tenants in Bredfjällsgatan 30-42, a central waste facility is located 
in front of the entrances of Bredfjällsgatan 40-42. 

This allows tenants to stop by the waste houses on their way to the 
tram station, the garage, the school or a neighbour, sort their waste 
throught the holes with the help of graphical explanations and 
leave. The access is from the pedestrian pathways inside Bredfjäll, 
ensuring that these facilities will be used only by the amount of ten-
ants they were designed for. The containers are in a locked room 
underneath, with tubes connecting them to the holes. 

Once a week, the recycling truck can access each location through 
the roads outside the neighbourhood and collect the waste with-
out disturbance. This procedure must take place only with the 
agreement of the municipality, who owns and manages bicycle and 
pedestrian roads. 

For the calculation of the necessary waste houses, we first tried to 
divide the apartment blocks into groups, with each group corre-
sponding to a waste house location. Thus, according to the num-
ber of appartments, we should design four different capacities and 
four different types of waste house, A, B, C and D. 

Compost and household-waste locations are found opposite the 
sorting sites; compost in underground containers, emptied by a 
truck once a week, and new chutes for the suction system for 
the houshold-waste. The collection of recyclable- and house-
hold-waste is taken care of by two different companies, so the 
different proposed routes are not an issue. 
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190L - 2800 SEK
370L - 3400 SEK
660L - 4200 SEK    (Renova)

190L - 293 SEK
370L - 397 SEK
660L - 829 SEK    (Renova)

ca. 10 000 - 13 000 SEK/m2

(Calc Net Bygganalys)

860K SEK 21K SEK 110K SEK

860K SEK 13K SEK 69K SEK

860K SEK 11K SEK 64K SEK

860K SEK 8K SEK 52K SEK

1000K SEK

475K / 950K SEK

ESTIMATED COSTS

Source: PDF - Gör rum för miljön 091019 Kretslopp och vatten Göteborgs Stad

WHY CHOOSE A TWO-LEVEL SOLUTION?

The flow of people disposing their waste and the truck access can 
be completely divided, for optimized safety. Also, the absense of 
containers inside the sorting room and their replacement with just 
holes makes the whole perception of the space more intimate, 
while there still is the collective memory of disposal holes of the 
suction system in the staircases. The sorting room can be free of 
smells and quite spacious, providing space also for possible com-
munity meetings or just talks. 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE CURRENT SUCTION SYSTEM?

We propose that the current suction system will be gradually elim-
inated. With the construction of the sorting houses and the com-
postable waste locations, the holes in the staircases should be 
locked, so that the tenants can easily adapt to the new sustainable 
system and recycle. 

However, there is still a loan that is active for the following five 
years concerning the suction system, and should continue serve. 
So we propose that the household waste locations can be con-
nected to the central pipes leading to the waste facility in the cen-
tre of Bredfjäll, and the waste to be collected by the truck from that 
point, saving time and reducing the cost and the smells. The adap-
tation to the existing pipes is possible immediately for the 2/3rds of 
the area. 

In the future it might be possible to remove the central suction 
building and instead have enough space under each chute to col-
lect one weeks waste, and then a truck would suck out the waste 
once a week. 

WHAT ABOUT THE PROPOSED SCALE OF THE INTERVEN-
TIONS?

As for their number, each location is absolutely necessary as 
Bredfjäll is a very dense area, in Gropens Gård, another area in 
Hammarkullen approx. 100 apartments share each waste sorting 
location. In Bredfjäll we have 810 apartments and to centralize the 
collections points more would mean huge volumes of waste every 
week.

What is more, the different materiality and the reduced height of 
the new structures creates a revised, more intimate scale for the 
user, in comparison to the existing gap, that is quite narrow but 
over eight storeys high. 
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PROPOSAL > MASTER PLAN >

Laundry houses
Currently the laundry rooms are in the basements of the buildings, 
they are too few and frequently subjected to vandalism. 

We propose to move them to the outdoor public space, placing 
them in the proximity of the light shafts for the garages creating 
gently sloping passages up to the park beyond between the laun-
dry house and the shaft. This way the new development of the 
laundries would involve the renovation of the light shafts, and the 
passage between would gain light from both the shafts and the 
laundries.

With the shared facilities in the open public space, activities dif-
ferent from just walking to and from your apartment takes place. 
Activities that where before hidden in the basements, now the 
chances of meeting someone you know or getting to know some-
one you don’t know increase.

One could argue that one big central laundry house for the whole 
area would improve this interaction even more, but we also want-
ed to define a smaller, more intimate scale where fewer people are 
involved, to counteract the feeling of no man’s land. So for us it 
made sense to assign one laundry house per building.

Locating the shared facilities outside and around the area also cre-
ates a two way passive surveillance, where vandalism is disencur-
aged when passerby’s and people on the balconies view the laun-
dries at most times. Also the well lit houses with many transparent 
surfaces and frequent activity inside bring more light and a sence 
of security to the walk paths during dark evenings.

The back wall of the laundry rooms facing the park would also 
have some transparenct allowing parents to keep an eye on their 
children playing while doing the laundry.

 

apartments
90

apartments
90

apartments
123

apartments
144

apartments
81

apartments
81

apartments
72

apartments
72

apartments
72

x6 x6 x6

x6x6 x6 x6

x10

x11

timeslots 
07:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 23:00

2 laundry rooms with 
8 timeslots/day + 2 
unbookable machines

= approx. 1 slot/10 
days/ household

4 laundry rooms with 
16 timeslots/day + 2 
unbookable machines

= approx. 1 slot/8-10 
days/ household
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timeslots 
07:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 23:00

SEPARATE SERVICE ROOM:
a closed room where a technician can have 
access to the machines

ENTRANCE SPACE:
transparent windows allow direct visual connection to and 
from the outside. 2 unbookable machines are here in the 

case of urgent need for washing without prior booking

BOOKABLE ROOMS:
They include  two washing machines and  one 

drying machine, with their back sides accessible 
from the adjacent service room, as well as one 

table, one drying cupboard and a sink

Elevation of the laundry facility and the parking hole. Between these 
two,new stairs leeading to the open green space could be added. 

The ironworks are removed from the parking hole  

Illustration showing the contribution of the laundry houses to the 
passive surveillance and lighting of the pathways during night 
hours.  Parking holes also serve to emit light
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PROPOSAL > 

Pilot area
For the development of the different proposals, we selected a 
pilot area, which was redesigned to host a waste sorting house, 
a furniture house, and a household waste location. 

The area was selected because it is one of the most lively spots 
in Bredfjäll, as an intersection of three different pedestrian paths, 
and with a lot of shops, a restaurant, and the covered staircase 
to the underground garage nearby. It is also where the large 
waste container is situated today, and where a lot of the inofficial 
furniture trade takes place.

Today, there are a couple of benches under the trees but noone 
is sitting there, at least during the winter. Aknowledging the great 
potential of the place as a meeting place, we also want to trans-
form it as a lively place of waste sorting, and show that recycling 
can be clean and can enhance social interaction.

WASTE HOUSE:
works  in two levels: 
the ‘disposal’ level is 
directly accessed by 
the residents, while the 
‘recollection’ level is 
directly accesed by the 
municipality truck once 
a week

Illustrations of the waste house view from outside of the neighbourhood (left), and 
the furniture exchange facility (right) viewed from the commercial side of Bredjäll. 
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SEPARATE TRUCK ACCESS:
once a week, the truck can collect waste 
from the containers at the ground level

INTERSECTION:
new proposed floor material that visually 

connects the sorting and the furniture 
house, while creating benches

FURNITURE HOUSE:
for furniture and electrical waste with an 
area for trading used items and furniture

BASEMENT AREAS:
Along with the extension of the furniture 
house, further use of the now locked 
basement rooms is proposed

HOUSEHOLD WASTE LOCATION:
underground container for food waste 
and chutes to the suction system for 
combustible household waste 

WASTE HOUSE:
holes that lead to containers for paper, 

plastic, newspapers, metal, glass, batteries 
and lamps. The waste house is designed 

spacious enough to also host tenant 
meetings when necessary, and also 

enhance the comfort feeling of the user.
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HGF
BREDFJÄLL

HGF
JOHANNA

OLA
EMMA

HAJAR

BENGT-AXEL/
AMMI
Graflunds

hyresvärd

STUDENTER

RAFAEL
bostadsbolaget

hyresvärd

GUNVOR
kretslopp och vatten

”Mycket social aktivitet, och många 
nätverk och föreningar. Ett interessant 

multikulturellt samhälle. Skulle vilja vara 
mer delaktiga i närområdet.

Stort problem med sopor, till och med i his-
sarna. Tvättstugorna är få, små och otrygga, 

utsatta för vandalism. Information måste vara 
visuell.

Bara negativ media. Bristande intresse 
från hyresvärden. Mörka och otrygga 
platser, tex. på höjderna i områ-
det.”

- bor i samma byggnad
- delar gemensamma ytor
- hyr av samma hyresvärd

”Problematisk rådande situation, 
med långt till sorteringsställen och 
ett haltande system.

Hjälper till med informationsmaterial 
och kommunikation.

Osorterat avfall kostar mer. 
Krävs en ansträgning från Graflunds.”

”Stort problem 
med sophanteringen 

och svårigheter i 
kommunikationen med 

hyresgästerna. 
Skadegörelse i trapphusen.

Planer på att flytta ut tvättstugorna.

Bostadsbolaget köpte huset på 
Bredfjällsgatan som en sorts pilotprojekt.

Graflunds har mandat att ta de största 
besluten.”

”Sopsugen i 
minst fem år till.

Inga större planerade renoveringar.

Tidigare försök att lösa problemet har 
misslyckats.

Mycket förstöring och vandalism.”
”Det 

behövs fler mötesplatser. 
Öka medvetenheten om de gemen-

samma intressen som finns. Förändra 
sophanteringskulturen.

Mycket samhällsengagemang i området, 
men få engagerade i bomöten och i 

HGF. Mycket hembygdsstolthet.

Aktiviteter vända till barn och ung-
dom.”

HYRESGÄSTERNA

KURDISKA 
FÖRENINGEN

DE SKÖNA 
KONSTERNA

STÖD-
NÄTET

ÖPPNA 
FÖRSKOLAN

AKTÖRER

BREDFJÄLL  
ALL man’s land

BREDFJÄLL - ALL man’s land

ANALYS GENOM MEDBORGARDELTAGANDE

MARINE VILLARET, YANNIS ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, SOFIA PARK OCH FREDERICK NYANDIKO

- Intervjuer på gatan
- Individuella möten med aktörer
- Fika-workshops med hyresgäster
- Deltagande i utvecklingsmöten hållna av Hyresgästföreningen
- Deltagande i Hammarkullens julmarknad för feed-back

Är ett  studentprojekt  inom ramen för kursen Design for Social Inclusion på Chalmers Arkitektur hösten 2013. Projektet vi jobbat med är initierat av 
Hyresgästföreningen Bredfjäll för att hitta en lösning på den ohållbara sopsituationen. En serie möten har hållits under hösten där frågan har diskuterats, möten där 
hyresgäster, fastighetsägare och kommunen förvaltning för vatten och kretslopp varit representerade. 

Vår roll har blivit att analysera situationen och skissa på förslag att lämna över till Hyresgästföreningen som de och kommande studentgrupper kan utveckla vidare. 

Vi har tittat på orsakerna till avfallsproblemet och gjort en masterplan med förslag för hela Bredfjäll, och ett pilotområde med förslag för avfallshanteringen.
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/Analys Chalmers 
Social Inclusion 
2013.12.18

REFERENSER

TEORI

park brant terräng park

gångväg parkeringbrant terräng väg

gångväggångväg

BREDFJÄLL - ALL man’s land
MARINE VILLARET, YANNIS ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, SOFIA PARK OCH FREDERICK NYANDIKO

16:00-17:00
-Most people come from the tram station 
-More activity for the stores to the north 
-Young people prefer shortcuts 

BELYSNING 09:00-10:00
-Most people walk to/from the tram station
-Grocery store frequently visited 
-Inactivity for other stores 
-Women visit close neighbours 

OMRÅDESANALYS

SEKTION AA’

SEKTION BB’

B’B

A’

A

FOKUS & TEMAN

Furniture and large 
waste

Mondays and tuesdays

4.4 km
Alelyckan recycling 

station 

Electronic waste and 
hazardous waste

every floor

Food and household 
waste

250-350m 
Sorting containers 

Hammarkulletorget

Recyclable waste 
Newspapers

Packages, glass, metal, 
plastic, paper

symboler istället 
för text

underlätta kommunikation

utveckla allmänningen

Bredfjäll 
med en positiv och hållbar 

identitet

revitalisera 
centrum-området

fokus på barn och 
unga

källsortering

omsorg om gemensamma 
områden

‘HEMTREVNAD’ / ‘FEEL AT HOME’

MÖTESPLATSER / MEETING SPACES

SPRÅK & FÖRSTÅELSE/
LANGUAGE & UNDERSTANDING

AVFALLSHANTERING & TVÄTTSTUGOR/ 
FACILITIES: WASTE & LAUNDRY

NUVARANDE AVFALLSSITUATION TOPOGRAFI

TOPOGRAFI

PARAMETRAR:

GE DE GEMENSAMMA YTORNA OLIKA INTIMITET OCH DIGNITET/GIVE THE SHARED SPACES DIFFERENT INTIMACY AND PROPERTIES
TILLRÄCKLIGT UTRYMME FÖR HÄMTNINGSFORDON/SPACE DIMENSIONED TO BE ACCESSIBLE TO GARBAGE TRUCKS
NÄRHET TILL FACILITETER FRÅN VARJE BOSTAD OCH TILLGÄNGLIGHET ENDAST INIFRÅN OMRÅDET/PROXIMITY TO FACILITIES FROM EACH APARTMENT AND PEDESTRIAN ACCESSIBILITY ONLY FROM WITHIN THE AREA
TÄNK PÅ PERSONLIG SÄKERHET OCH VANDALISM/ PAY ATTENTION TO PERSONAL SAFETY AND VANDALISM
FYSISKA OCH SOCIALA DIMENSIONER LIKA VIKTIGA FÖR ATT FÖRSLAGEN SKA LYCKAS/ PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL DIMENSIONS EQUALLY IMPORTANT FOR A SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPMENT

-Kurdisk association crowded 
-No use of the green space 
-South area almost inactive 

-Most associations closed by 15:00pm 
-Children playing around the southern green spaces.

/Analys Chalmers 
Social Inclusion 
2013.12.18
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ÅTERVINNINGSHUS:
i två plan: inkastsnivån nås av 
hyresgästerna inifrån området, 
och uppsamlingsnivån nås utifrån 
området med upphämtningsfordon 
en gång/vecka

WASTE HOUSE:
works in two levels: the ‘disposal’ 
level is directly accessed by the 
residents, while the ‘recollection’ 
level is directly accesed by the 
municipality truck once a week

ÅTERVINNINGSHUS:
behållare för kartong, plast, 
tidningar, metall, glas, 
batterier och lampor

WASTE HOUSE:
containers for paper, plastic, 
newspapers, metal, glass, 
batteries and lamps

STATION FÖR RESTAVFALL:
undermarksbehållare för 
restavfall och matavfall

HOUSEHOLD WASTE 
LOCATION:
underground containers for 
combustible waste and food 
waste

ÅTERBRUKSHUS:
för grovsopor och elavfall 
men med en avdelning för 
återanvändbara saker och 
möbler. Kan bemannas 
vissa tider och fungera som 
informationsplats

FURNITURE HOUSE:
for furniture and electrical 
waste with an area for 
trading used items and 
furniture

KÄLLARUTRYMMEN:
med ett utvidgat 
återbrukshus kan delar 
av källaren användas i 
anslutning till detta  

BASEMENT AREAS:
Along with the extension of 
the furniture house, further 
use of the now locked 
basement rooms is proposed

BREDFJÄLL - ALL man’s land
MARINE VILLARET, YANNIS ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, SOFIA PARK OCH FREDERICK NYANDIKO

/Förslag / Pilotprojekt Chalmers 
Social Inclusion 
2013.12.18

utvidgad 
koloniträdgård

koloniträdgård

lekplats

basketplan

lekplats

lekplats

lekplats

lek-
plats

koloniträdgård
koloniträdgård

koloni-
trädgård

hammarparken

basketplan

fotbollsplan

förskola

central för 
sopsug

utvidgad 
koloniträdgård

tvätt
tvätt tvätt

tvätt

tvätt

tvätttvätttvätt

återv.

återv.återv.

tvätt

pilotområde

belyst 
bergssida

skatepromenad

privat entré/
front yard

nya byggnader/
new buildnings

kvartersgård/
court yard

torg/
square

utvecklingsbara 
områden/
areas for developments

återv. återv. återv.

byteshus

byteshus

BREDFJÄLL - ALL man’s land
MARINE VILLARET, YANNIS ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, SOFIA PARK OCH FREDERICK NYANDIKO

/Förslag / Masterplan Chalmers 
Social Inclusion 
2013.12.18

BELYSNING 

Skatepromenad och fortsatt 
utveckling av gemensamma ytor för 
att bjuda in till olika typer av aktivite-
ter/ Skatewalk and continued deve-
lopment of common spaces to invite 
different activities.

Belys bergssida och pro-
menad för att förstärka 
Bredfjälls identitet 
/Strengthen Bredfjälls 
identity by lighting.

Tvättstugorna 
Flytta ut från tvättstugorna från källarna till 
parken/ Move the laundries from the ba-
sements to the park.

Koppla ihop gemen-
samma funktioner 
som utvidgade kolo-
niträdgårdar, sitt-
platser och lekplat-
ser kring kvarters-
gårdar och torg/ 
Connect common 
functions around 
courtyards and 
squares.

Utnyttja språkresureser 
och existerande nät-
verk i området för 
kommunikation. Infor-
mation om avfall på 
flera språk från FTI/ 
Use languageresourses 
and existing networks 
in area for communica-
tion.

Trapphusfika för personlig kon-
takt och ökad interaktion 
mellan grannar och mellan 
värd och boende/ Staircase 
fika for personal communica-
tion and interaction between 
tenants and tenants-landlord.

Utveckla återbruksshuset 
till bemannad second-han-
daffär/ Develop  the fur-
niture exchange house to 
staffed second-hand shop.FÖRSLAG SOM KAN DRIVAS HUVUDSAKLIGEN AV: FÖRSLAG SOM KAN DRIVAS HUVUDSAKLIGEN AV:

Uppmuntra och under-
lätta praktiskt och eko-
nomiskt initiativ från 
hyresgäster/ Encourage 
and facilitate tenant 
initiatives.

Utforma grafik för laminerade glaspartier tillsam-
mans med Bredfjälls barn och ungdomar/ Design 
graphics for glass surfaces with Bredfjälls youth.

Återbrukshuset
För byte av övertaliga men fun-
gerande artiklar samt upp-
samling av grov- och elavfall/
The re-use house
For exchange of used furniture 
and items, and a collection 
point for large waste and elec-
tronical waste.
 

Återvinningshuset
För utvidgad sortering för att 
minska massan av restavfall. 
Ett slutet flöde med inkast från 
ovan och behållare på den 
undre nivån. Omfamnar entrén 
upp till Bredfjäll/ 
The recykling house
For sorting of different types of 
packages, a closed flow in two 
levels. Embraces the entrance 
to Bredfjäll.

Ersätt staketen vid entréerna med 
bänkar och planteringar/ Re-
place the fences with benches 
and plants.

HYRESGÄSTER/ TENANTS HYRESVÄRD/ LAND-LORD

PÅ LÅNG SIKT/ LONG-TERM

PÅ KORT SIKT/ SHORT-TERM

Målning och utsmyckning 
av entreer och trap-
phus/Painting and decora-
ting private entrances and 
staircases.

Utveckla Bredfjälls torg genom att lägga till en 
våning på återbrukshuset med uthyrbar yta för 
ett kafé/ Develop Bredfjälls square by adding 
a level to the exchange house with rentable 
space for a café.

Gör om källarvåningarna till förenings- och 
replokaler med möjliga entréer från norr i de 
norra husen/Transform the basement levels to 
rentable space.

OTRYG-
GA MELLANRUM BLIR 

CENTRUM FÖR AKTIVITET OCH 
KVARTERSGÅRDAR GER DE GEMEN-
SAMMA YTORNA OLIKA INTIMITET/ 

UNSAFE IN-BETWEEN SPACES ARE AC-
TIVATED AND COURTYARDS GIVE 

COMMON SPACE DIFFERENT 
INTIMACY

LÄTT-
TILLGÄNGLIGT OCH 

NÄRA ÅTERVINNINGSSYS-
TEM GER MINSKADE KOSTNADER 
OCH MINDRE NEDSKRÄPNING/ 
EASY AND ACCESSIBLE WASTE 

SYSTEM REDUCES COSTS 
AND LITTERING

FÖR-
BÄTTRAD KOMMU-

NIKATION OCH MÖJLIGHET 
ATT VARA MED OCH PÅVERKA/ 
IMPROVED COMMUNICATION 

AND THE POSSIBILITY TO 
PARTICIPATE AND IM-

PACT

BREDFJÄLL - ALL man’s land
MARINE VILLARET, YANNIS ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, SOFIA PARK OCH FREDERICK NYANDIKO

/Förslag / Masterplan Chalmers 
Social Inclusion 
2013.12.18

FÖRSLAG FÖR ETT HÅLLBARTARE BREDFJÄLL

Exhibition
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Tips
Logbook & Tips

PRACTICAL:

Survey in the street: 

It was rewarding even if we where facing the language barrier 
problems (some did not speak either swedish nor english, some 
only swedish). In general people did not want to speak with us, 
or just for a short time (we said «it is just for 1 or 2 minutes»). The 
young people are more open to discuss, adults and old persons 
were more suspicious. 

> make it really short!

> do not ask too personal questions: «where do you live?» «what is 
your name?»...

> do not be afraid to invite people to speak with you (with a big 
smile it is more efficient ;) )

Meetings: We called the different actors to have make 
appointments and sent e-mails with the main areas of discussion. 
After each meeting we made a transcript of the notes to remember 
all the information. (see «meeting transcripts» on the information 
folder)

> It was useful to get feedback about the proposals!

- Meeting with Tenant Association, landlords and municipality   
(19 nov) : We went there to principally listen to the discussion and 
understand the relationships between the different main actors. It 
was really interesting to participate in this meeting for the project.

- Meeting with the Women Association (Stödnätet): 

This association could be a really good way to spread information 
and for the communication in general. They are really nice and 
ready to give some help! We thought that during an event they can 
help to translate and explain, like this, tenants might be more at-
tentive because it’s less «official and boring information».

>Do not forget to ask if you can take pictures! 

- Informal talk with Kurdish Association (De sköna konsterna):

This association is also an important actor in Bredfjäll, they have 
a computer room where local youth can use the internet as well 
as a large TV to show big football games and such. They are also 
more willing to use their knowledge in different languages to help 
Graflunds with translations and interpretations.

Blog: 

This platform was not used a lot. Possible reasons could be :

- Few people were informed about this platform, 

- Internet access in the area is limited. 

On the other hand, having meetings and discussions with the 
people was a more interesting way to discover the area.

Workshop: 

- The model was used as a support for a general discussion about 
life in Bredfjäll: with common questions being: Where do you live? 
What is your favorite place? And Why?

- The big map was useful for the people to inform us about the 
location of a particular place with minimal directions.

- We made three perspectives to discuss the proposals for 
decoration of the staircase and their personalization, but it was 
rarely used since the residents considered this a minor issues and 
preferred to talk about the larger, more important issues according 
to them.

> Flyers and posters did not elicit enough interest to make people 
join in the workshop.

> We enticed people to enter the meeting by offering them 
cookies on the sidewalk and despite initial skeptism it was pretty 
successful.

> The language barrier was clearly manifested: Not all the residents 
speak fluent English and even if they spoke English, many still 
felt more comfortable to speak in Swedish. Thanks to the help of 
the two Swedish sociology students, who helped translate, it was 
possible to communicate.

> In a nutshell: The preparation time was not consummate to the 
number of visitors who eventually showed up. So we changed our 
tactics on how to receive feedbacks from tenants: we exploited 
existing events, and this way we were able to enhance our visibility 
and blended in at various levels of interaction directly with the 
community. This way we created close relationships with people.

GENERAL:

If you show some background or historical information, the 
session became more interactive, lively and the respondents open 
up more.

By employing densification as a design principle, you will be able 
to make the area more attractive and more commercially viable

In the proposal it is important to show the feasibility and economic 
viability as a whole to generate interest and make a convincing 
case for the project.
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Tenant Association Gothenburg / Johanna Lagerborg: 0771-443 443, johanna.lagerborg@hyresgastforeningen.se

Graflunds / Ammi Carlberg: 031-352 57 10, ammi.carlberg@graflunds.se

Bostadsbolaget / Rafael Lavicki: 031-731 52 49, rafael.lavicki@bostadsbolaget.se

Municipal department for recycling and water / Gunvor Bergquist: 031-368 27 74, gunvor.bergquist@kretsloppochvatten.goteborg.se

Frederich Otieno Nyandiko: nyandika@student.chalmers.se

Marine Villaret: m
arine.villa

ret@epfl.ch

Sofia Park: park.sofia@gmail.com

Ioannis Anagnostopoulos: y_anagnostopoulos@hotmail.com

Contacts
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